
BT, Kimosabe
merry-go stereotype typical
the expectation was visible
make money residual paying dues physically *come on*
I resurrect the earth from birth
and switch the dead bread like it was sandwich spread
seventy five percent of MCs in the millennium
get offended when Jack steps up and put the venom up in 'em
the venom is affirmable by penicillin to pen them
a BT track line with critical linen
when we roll with the disk format to upload
in your ears hear the tick from about to erupt
blow the whole store floor foundation, plus the planet
with more control than (Playstation) or Janet

once the circle starts to form
B boys and B girls start to swarm
especially from beginning of the night to morn
cause they like the song the hype is on
come on

[chorus]
WHAT WE CAME TO DO IS UPLIFT YOU
SHIFT THE WHOLE PARTY AND STRAIGHT LIFT YOU
JUMP UP TO THE SOUND OF THE BUMP OF THE BEAT
THIS IS FOR THE STREET
COME ON
[x3]

full effect... full effect... full effect...

you try difficult scientifical
couldn't even defend to go unidentical
with yo merry-go stereotype typical
the expectation was visible
make money residual without paying dues physically
we'll resurrect the earth from birth
and switch the dead bread no prob across the globe like it was sandwich spread
seventy five percent of MCs in the millennium
get offended when Jack steps up and put the venom up in 'em, venom up in 'em

when I rock creativity, when I rock
I need a positive vibe, when I rock creativity

store floor foundation, plus the planet
meaning with more creative control than (Playstation) or Janet Jackson
full effect use the full I'm the effect
that means you'll never come full effect

once the circle starts to form 
B boys and B girls start to swarm
especially from the beginning of night to morn
cause they like the song the hype is on
come on

B boys B girls on the floor
B boys B girls on the floor
full effect

brothers caught in a lie
not wishing they was like on top of the world
realized a comment refer to Hip-Hop as a girl?
cause back in junior class my cats return from tour
remember to race well cause I wish I met her sooner
fortunately I step to her and it had to be a dope strategy



she was leaded to an academy
can I have your digits? *sorry*
I'm traveling and its hard to get at me
whats your major by the way? fraudulent activity!?

I slap on track energy backflip on non abstract captivity when I rock creativity
I bust positive vibes from the west to Maui
were back cause the antidote created in Cali

cause once the circle starts to form 
B boys and B girls start to swarm
especially from the beginning of night to morn
cause they like the song the hype is on
come on

[chorus]
[mix]
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